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Physical activity, specifically exercising, has been suggested to improve body image,
mental health, and well-being. With respect to body image, previous findings highlight
a general benefit of exercise. This study investigates whether the relationship between
exercising and body image varies with the type of exercise that individuals preferentially
and regularly engage in. In addition, physical efficacy was explored as a potential
psychological mediator between type of exercise and body image. Using a cross-
sectional design, healthy regular exercise practitioners of yoga, ballroom dance, team
sports, or individual sports as well as healthy adults reporting no regular exercising
were surveyed. Body image and its different facets were assessed by a set of
standardized self-report questionnaires, covering perceptual, cognitive, and affective
body image dimensions particularly related to negative body image. In addition,
participants were questioned with regard to mental health. Participants were 270
healthy adults. Descriptive statistics, measures of variance (ANOVA), and multiple linear
regression analysis with orthogonal contrasts were performed to investigate differences
between the different exercise and non-exercise groups in the variables of interest.
In line with the hypotheses and previous findings, the statistic comparisons revealed
that body dissatisfaction (as one important factor of negative body image) was most
pronounced in the non-exercise group compared to all exercise groups [contrast: no
exercise versus exercise (all groups taken together)]. Physical efficacy, as assessed with
a standardized questionnaire, mediated the difference between type of exercise (using
contrasts) and body image including perceptual, cognitive, and affective body image
dimensions. The findings shed light on so far less systematically investigated questions
regarding the relationship between types of exercise, like yoga and ballroom dance, and
body image. The results underscore the relevance of considering possible influencing
factors in exercise research, such as the perception of one’s physical efficacy as a
mediator of this relationship.
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INTRODUCTION

It is generally agreed upon that physical activity is associated
with numerous health benefits. In several studies physical activity
was found to be associated with health-related advantages.
Among them are faster heart rate recovery from acute stressors,
lower blood pressure at rest, weight loss, and lower risk
of cardiovascular and non-communicable chronic diseases
(Cornelissen and Fagard, 2005; Penedo and Dahn, 2005; Fagard,
2006; Forcier et al., 2006; Blair and Morris, 2009). In order
to promote and maintain physical health, the World Health
Organization (World Health Organization [WHO], 2010) advises
adults aged 18 to 64 years to carry out 150 min of moderate-
intensity physical activity (e.g., housework or dancing) per
week. Alternatively, 75 min of vigorous-intensity physical activity
(e.g., running) per week, or of a comparable combination of
moderate- and vigorous-intensity exercise, are recommended
(World Health Organization [WHO], 2010). On top of that,
aerobic exercise as well as muscle-strengthening activities are
advised. The term “exercise” needs to be differentiated from
physical activity as a structured and planned form of physical
activity (Caspersen et al., 1985; Budde et al., 2016). Up to
25% of the world’s population do not meet these physical
activity recommendations, and levels of physical inactivity are
increasing (World Health Organization [WHO], 2010; Du et al.,
2019). Physical inactivity has many negative physical and mental
consequences. It adversely affects the cardiovascular system, the
central nervous system, bone density, immunity, quality of life,
anxiety, depression, and other important health factors (Booth
et al., 2017). The mortality risk of physically inactive (not meeting
the recommendations) versus active people is up to 20 to 30%
higher (World Health Organization [WHO], 2010).

It can be expected that there are differences in health outcomes
in dependence of the type of exercise carried out. Most of
the studies so far focused on health improvements associated
with aerobic exercise where the aerobic metabolism provides
oxygen in order to meet energy demands (McArdle et al., 2006;
Mikkelsen et al., 2017). Alternative types of exercise, e.g., yoga
or dancing, are so far not sufficiently evaluated. These types of
exercise can also have an impact on the cardiovascular system.
Additionally, they focus on muscular strength, coordination,
flexibility, balance, and relaxation (Mikkelsen et al., 2017).
Regarding the general population, ballroom dancing and yoga
have become particularly famous over the past few years as
leisure time activity as well as exercise intervention for fostering
and maintaining a healthy lifestyle. Moreover, exercises such as
yoga and dancing can improve mental health and well-being, as
regular physical activity with a focus on endurance exercises, such
as jogging, cycling, or swimming, do.

Not much is known scientifically about the consequences of
ballroom dance on physical and mental health and well-being.
Ballroom dance is associated with enhanced body composition,
improved balance, gait, and flexibility (Fong Yan et al., 2018).
Furthermore, compared to other exercises, improvements in
cardiovascular function, such as lower resting heart rate and
better heart rate recovery, were found in cross-sectional studies
comparing male practitioners of recreational ballroom dancing

with a reference group of physically non-active individuals (Cruz
et al., 2017). Mental health may also be positively affected.
In a study by Koch et al. (2007), depressive patients had
significantly lower depression scores and higher vitality after
having participated in a dance intervention compared to a control
group of depressive participants having listened to music or
having taken part in ergometer exercise. Ballroom dance is a
social dance in which body movements and their synchronization
between partners play a prominent role (Cohen-Stratyner, 2020).
Because ballroom dance steps can be adjusted in pace and steps
and because ballroom dance improves body posture and body
expression, it can also be performed by people with physical
constraints and by different age groups (Hackney and Earhart,
2010; Vankova et al., 2014). Ballroom dance can be classified
as aesthetic type of exercise (Fong Yan et al., 2018). Aesthetic
exercises set the focus on the physical appearance of the body.
In most aesthetic types of exercise, e.g., gymnastics or ballet
dance, evaluation of one’s own proficiency is to a large extent
based on looks and expression. Still, if ballroom dance is carried
out in a non-competitive way, as it is taught in most regular
dance schools, aesthetic and appearance are of less relevance
and less focused on. Both gymnastics and ballet dance include
stages of evaluation. Evaluation in ballroom dance if practiced
as a recreational activity usually only takes place if couples want
to get individual feedback on their dancing. Therefore, it can
be expected that the focus in ballroom dance lies merely on the
appearance of the steps and movements instead of the appearance
of the body. As far as yoga is concerned, different effects of
yoga on physical and mental health have been examined during
the last few years. Increased physical well-being (e.g., physical
flexibility, spine mobility, muscle endurance, cardiovascular
activity), improved cognitive functions and emotional well-being
were reported for individuals practicing yoga in comparison
to other exercise control groups. The correlation between yoga
practice and psychological well-being might be best explained
by a heightened body awareness and positive body image
(Tihanyi et al., 2016).

Body Image and Its Relationship With
Exercise
Theoretically, body image has been defined as a multifaceted
and multidimensional construct. As such, it encompasses several
aspects of the bodily self that are related to perceptual, cognitive,
affective, and behavioral facets of self-perception (Cash, 2004).
Body image includes the person’s emotional attitudes, beliefs,
and perceptions of the own body. On top of that, it comprises
a person’s beliefs and feelings about one’s own appearance, the
sense and control of the body during movement, and one’s
own appraisal of body shape, including height and weight.
Body dissatisfaction, i.e., negative attitudes toward one’s own
body size including one’s physical appearance, as well as
discrepancies between actual and ideal body size are cognitive,
affective, and perceptual indicators of a negative body image.
Thus, a negative body image manifests itself by how one sees
oneself (perception) and by how one thinks and feels about
the way one looks (cognitive, affective). Dissatisfaction with
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body size is measured as perceived discrepancy between the
actual and desired ideal body including shape, size, height, or
weight (Grogan, 2017). This discrepancy between the actual and
ideal body describes the perceptual dimension of a negative
body image: the larger the perceptual discrepancy, the more
pronounced is the dissatisfaction with body size in terms of size,
weight, and shape. In addition, it can be used as an index of body
size distortion, i.e., the misjudgment of one’s own body shape
and size (Gardner and Boice, 2004). Dissatisfaction with the own
body in terms of size, weight, and shape is one of the main
reasons for the maintenance of a negative body image and can be
associated with adverse health consequences like eating behavior
pathology, low self-esteem, psychological distress, and depressive
symptomatology (Olivardia et al., 2004; Johnson and Wardle,
2005; Solomon-Krakus et al., 2017). Furthermore, cognitive and
affective aspects of body dissatisfaction were found to be a
predictor of dysfunctional exercise in adolescence, obesity, and
physical inactivity (Voelker et al., 2015).

As suggested by meta-analytic studies, there exist a number
of studies that investigated the relationships between body
image, mental or physical health, and exercise (Hausenblas
and Fallon, 2006; Campbell and Hausenblas, 2009). Several of
these studies included in these meta-analyses used a diverse
set of measures, scales, and questionnaires to investigate the
relationship between exercise and body image. Most studies
had a focus on body dissatisfaction as one of the important
factors contributing to a negative body image. In summary, the
meta-analytic results confirm that (a) exercise interventions can
improve negative body image (Hausenblas and Fallon, 2006;
Campbell and Hausenblas, 2009; Salci and Martin Ginis, 2017)
and (b) exercisers differ in body image compared to non-
exercisers (Hausenblas and Fallon, 2006). However, whether
the relationship between exercise and body image, negative
body image in particular, is comparable across varying types of
exercise needs to be further explored. A study by Morano et al.
(2011) for instance found that team sports practitioners (e.g.,
soccer players) do have a lower body dissatisfaction compared
to individual sports practitioners (e.g., practitioners of martial
arts such as karate). Differences in body dissatisfaction between
practitioners of different types of exercise might be related to the
relevance of body weight and the relative focus on leanness of the
body which in turn might promote higher body dissatisfaction
(Dyremyhr et al., 2014).

As far as different types of dance are concerned, a differential
relationship with body image might be expected. Some types
of dance (when not practiced at a professional level) focus
more on the functionality of the body (e.g., ballroom dance
could be an example) than on appearance. The focus lies more
on the capability of the body and physical competence and
empowerment, sensing what one’s own body can do instead of
how it looks and how it is perceived by others (Tiggemann,
2015; Hill et al., 2016). Evidence for a relationship between
ballroom dance and body image is however scarce. Ballroom
dance comprises the perception of one’s own body movements
and the perception of the movement and articulation of the
body of the partner, even of other couples in the room (Fonseca
et al., 2014). Therefore, it could be assumed that ballroom dance

improves body image and has a positive effect on the bodily self
(including body schema and body awareness). Whether ballroom
dancing is however capable of reducing a negative body image
has not been investigated in detail so far. In a previous study,
practice of non-competitive ballroom dancing showed positive
effects on body perception as measured with the projection point
test, a tactile measure of body size perception (Fonseca et al.,
2014). As pointed out by Swami and Harris (2012), the effects of
dancing may additionally depend on dance type and level (years
of practice, beginner versus advanced, etc.).

As far as yoga is concerned, in clinical practice yoga has
already fully established as an intervention to improve negative
body image and body dissatisfaction in women. Also, it has been
successfully included in the treatment of body image distortions
in eating disorders (EDs) and as intervention preventing EDs in
studies investigating individuals at risk for EDs (Lauche et al.,
2017). As far as the general population is concerned, there are
results supporting the notion that yoga practitioners score higher
on body appreciation measured via the Body Appreciation Scale-
2 (Tylka and Wood-Barcalow, 2015) than non-yoga practitioners
(Mahlo and Tiggemann, 2016), and better embodiment (own
relationship with the body through which one can realize and
respect one’s own needs and experiences of the body; Piran,
2015) was found to be a mediator. Practicing yoga has been
shown to be perceived particularly by young adults as beneficial
for the improvement of one’s body image irrespective of gender
(Neumark-Sztainer et al., 2018; Ariel-Donges et al., 2019). Thus,
current evidence suggests that regular exercise engagement might
be associated with both positive and negative effects on body
dissatisfaction and effects might vary with the type of exercise.

Body Image and Exercise: Possible
Mediating Factors
As is obvious from the above cited studies and their findings,
several physical and psychological factors could exist on which
exercisers and non-exercisers might differ from each other.
However, only some psychological factors might be of particular
relevance when investigating differences between practitioners
of different types of exercise with respect to negative body
image. One of these psychological factors that could act as
mediator between type of exercise and negative body image is
physical efficacy. Physical efficacy is defined as the attitude toward
one’s body not only in terms of strength but also in terms of
flexibility and agility. Physical efficacy has been suggested to
be an important factor of one’s bodily self-concept (Deusinger,
1998). As such, it focuses on a person’s subjective perception of
his/her physical strength and physical skills in general, unrelated
to a certain task or behavior. Studies emphasize the importance
of the subjective aspect associated with the concept of physical
efficacy, namely the perception of one’s physical strength and
skills rather than the actual physical skills of the person (Salci
and Martin Ginis, 2017; Peers et al., 2020). Self-perception of
one’s physical strength and skills was found to be a significant
mediator responsible for positive effects of exercise on body
image in children (Peers et al., 2020) and in women with pre-
existing body image concerns after an acute bout of exercise
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(Salci and Martin Ginis, 2017). Whether physical efficacy might
mediate differences between exercise and body image in different
types of exercise in adults remains to be explored.

Aim of the Current Study
Against this background of scientific evidence, the central
questions that motivated the present study were to investigate
(a) whether the relationship between exercising and body image
varies with the type of exercise that individuals preferentially
and regularly engage in and (b) whether physical efficacy acts as
potential psychological mediator, mediating differences between
groups of practitioners of different types of exercise and body
image. To this end, a cross-sectional study design was chosen
to compare ballroom dancers and practitioners of yoga against
practitioners of team sports and individual sports. Non-exercisers
served as reference group. As outlined in the Introduction, there
is evidence from the literature that exercise and negative body
image are related and that type of exercise and psychological
factors might play a role and mediate this relationship. However,
a comparison between different types of exercise including
ballroom dance, yoga, team sports, or individual sports with
regard to body image, negative body image in particular, is scarce.
The cross-sectional study design of the present study will shed
light on this by assessing negative body image in four groups
reporting to engage in different types of exercise (including
ballroom dance, yoga, team sports, or individual sports as the
main exercise) and a non-exercising reference group. Assessment
of body image included body dissatisfaction measures that relate
to the perceptual, cognitive, and affective dimension of body
image and that have been shown to be particularly indicative of
negative body image.

Based on the available empirical evidence (outlined above), the
following hypotheses were investigated:

1. The non-exercise group as reference group was hypothesized
to show higher body dissatisfaction and higher body size
distortion compared to the exercise groups.

2. Yoga practitioners and ballroom dancers (women and men)
were expected to report a lower body dissatisfaction and body
size distortion in comparison to the groups of team and
individual sports practitioners.

3. Whether there is a difference between yoga practitioners
and ballroom dancers in perceptual, cognitive, and
affective measures related to negative body image is yet
to be determined.

4. Practitioners of team sports were expected to differ in body
dissatisfaction and body size distortion from practitioners of
individual exercise.

5. Physical efficacy was expected to be a mediator that accounts
for differences in type of exercise and body image measures.

In addition, body mass index (BMI), gender, and age were
assessed as control variables. Moreover, body image is not
independent from mental and physical health of practitioners.
Therefore, it is important to determine to what degree and
on which health- and exercise-related dimensions practitioners,
belonging to the different exercise groups, differ. In order to

consider these health-related variables, regular physical activity
behavior, depressive symptoms, as well as mood state were
assessed across the different exercise groups and the non-
exercise group.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants
N = 365 participants registered in the online study. Participants
were recruited via email and flyers at Ulm University and via
the internet (Survey Circle and Facebook) to ensure broad study
participation for all exercise and the non-exercise groups. In
addition, yoga and (ballroom) dance schools as well as sports
clubs in Germany were notified about the study. Recruitment
of participants took place over the course of 2 months in the
spring of 2017. Participation was voluntary and participants had
to give written informed consent prior to study participation.
Exclusion criterion was an age under 18. Inclusion criteria were
an age equal or above 18 years and a proper understanding
of the German language since the online questionnaire was set
up in German. In total, 90 participants had to be excluded
because of missing informed consent, unrealistic time to finish
the survey questionnaire, age under 18, or a BMI under 16.5
(severe underweight) or higher than 40 (severe overweight).
Another five participants were not considered because they did
not fill out relevant questionnaires. Thus, 270 healthy adults
(68 males, M = 29.06 years, SD = 12.94 years, range = 18–76)
participated in the study.

Design
The study design was a cross-sectional design. Selection of
participants was based on standardized criteria including a set
of questions to be filled out. Participants were asked about
their type of exercise they engaged in. In addition, they were
asked whether they exercised at least once a week. In case
they stated to exercise less than once a week and not to be
engaged in any type of exercise on a regular basis they were
defined as non-exercisers. Participants who replied to engage in
exercise were asked to indicate the type of exercise they carried
out regularly. Moreover, as a manipulation check, they had to
report all types of exercise they carried out besides their main
exercise (i.e., the exercise they regularly engage in most often,
in terms of exercise frequency and exercise duration). Criteria
for the main exercise therefore were exercise being carried out
most of the time, on most days of the week, and with the
longest duration per session. Participants who reported to play
for example soccer, football, or basketball in a team on a regular
basis were assigned to the team sports exercise group. Individuals
who replied to engage most often in exercises such as strength
training or jogging (preferably on their own) were assigned to
a separate exercise group labeled “individual exercise” group.
This group was also compared to the non-exercise group. Group
allegiance was therefore self-selected. Because of the study design,
randomization of the participants to either of the groups was not
possible but as described above, based on self-selection according
to standardized self-report criteria. All measures included in
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this survey study were self-report measures presented in a
survey online via the internet. The questions were provided
via the online platform Unipark (Questback GmbH, 2016).
The completion of the online questionnaire took approximately
40 min. Among all participants, 10 × 10€ coupons were raffled.
The study was approved by the Local Ethics Committee of
Ulm University1.

Measures
Demographics
Informed consent was obtained and participants provided
the necessary sociodemographic variables. All participants
reported their height and weight to compute the BMI
(BMI = mass/height2). The items about exercise allegiance were
presented in the aforementioned way. Furthermore, participants
were asked to state their expert level, the frequency and the
duration of their main exercise.

Body Image: Perceptual, Cognitive, and Affective
Dimensions
Perceptual body dissatisfaction, body size distortion, and
self-classified weight
The Body Image Assessment Scale (BIAS-BD; Gardner et al.,
2009) was used to assess the perceptual body image of a person.
Participants are asked to rate their actual and desired body shape
by choosing 1 out of 17 pictures that show either a male or female
body. The bodies deviate from each other in size and shape, using
60% to 140% of the weight of anthropometric physical models of
adult men and women. The deviance between actual and desired
body shape ratings can be taken as an estimate of perceptual body
dissatisfaction. The test–retest reliability for body dissatisfaction
was rtt = 0.81 (Gardner et al., 2009). Concurrent validity is
supported by the research of Gardner et al. (2009). In order
to measure body size distortion, discrepancies between the
reported BMI and the actual perceived shape, stated in the Body
Image Assessment Scale (BIAS-BD; Gardner et al., 2009), were
calculated. The concurrent validity of the scale between the actual
reported BMI of the participants and perceived body image was
r = 0.76 (Gardner et al., 2009). Of note, in the following analyses
the deviation between actual and desired body shape (body
dissatisfaction), as well as the deviation between actual reported
BMI and perceived shape are given as absolute value. For this
reason, the results should not be interpreted with regard to the
direction of estimation. Self-classified weight was also assessed
via standardized scales. The scale Self-Classified Weight of the
Multidimensional Body-Self Relations Questionnaire (MBSRQ;
Cash et al., 1986; German version by Vossbeck-Elsebusch et al.,
2014) was used to examine the perception of one’s body weight
from 1 = very underweight to 5 = very overweight (Cash, 2015).

Body dissatisfaction: cognitive and affective aspects
The cognitive and affective dimensions of body image assessing
body dissatisfaction were assessed with three subscales of the
Multidimensional Body-Self Relations Questionnaire (MBSRQ;
Cash et al., 1986; German version by Vossbeck-Elsebusch et al.,

1https://www.uni-ulm.de/einrichtungen/ethikkommission-der-universitaet-ulm/

2014) and the Eating Disorder Inventory-2 (EDI-2; Garner, 1991;
German version by Thiel et al., 1997). The Multidimensional
Body-Self Relations Questionnaire (Cash et al., 1986) is a 69-
item questionnaire assessing multiple cognitive, affective, and
perceptual dimensions of body image, specifically concerning
the overall evaluation of the body and appearance. One of
the ten subscales is the Multidimensional Body-Self Relations
Questionnaire—Appearance Scales (MBSRQ-AS), a 34-item
scale, which was translated into German and validated by
Vossbeck-Elsebusch et al. (2014). It is clustered into ten subscales,
of which the following 3 were used in our study: Appearance
Evaluation (e.g., “I am physically unattractive”; seven items),
Body Areas Satisfaction (nine items), and Self-Classified Weight
(two items, see above). The subscales measure appearance-related
facets of body image. The items are rated on a five-point Likert-
type scale. Appearance Evaluation ranges from 1 = definitely
disagree to 5 = definitely agree. Higher scores indicate a higher
affective body satisfaction, while lower scores reflect a higher
body dissatisfaction. Body Areas Satisfaction measures affective
body dissatisfaction/satisfaction and ranges from 1 = very
dissatisfied to 5 = very satisfied. Higher scores depict a higher
satisfaction with individual body parts. The internal consistency
of the two scales as well as of the scale Self Classified Weight
ranged from Cronbach’s alpha = 0.84 to Cronbach’s alpha = 0.90
(Vossbeck-Elsebusch et al., 2014). The range for the six-week
test–retest reliability of the subscales was rtt = 0.75 to rtt = 0.80
(Vossbeck-Elsebusch et al., 2014). Convergent and discriminant
validity is supported by the research of Cash (2015).

The Eating Disorder Inventory-2 (Garner, 1991; translated to
German and validated by Thiel et al., 1997) is a widely used
measure to assess different cognitive and behavioral dimensions
of EDs. The inventory consists of eleven scales with ratings
on a six-point Likert-type scale (1 = never to 6 = always).
In the present study, the subscale Body Dissatisfaction (e.g.,
“I think that my stomach is too big”; eight items), measuring
the cognitive dimension of body dissatisfaction, was used. The
internal consistency was Cronbach’s alpha = 0.88 in a subsample
of anorectic and bulimic patients. Test–retest reliability was
rtt = 0.89 (Thiel and Paul, 2006).

Physical Efficacy
The subscale Physical efficacy (SKEF; e.g., “I am strong”
[translation by the author]; ten items) of the Frankfurt
Body Concept Scales (Frankfurter Körperkonzeptskalen; FKKS;
German version; Deusinger, 1998) was used to measure the
perception of one’s physical efficacy. The FKKS questionnaire
(Deusinger, 1998) assesses cognitive, affective, and behavioral
attitudes toward the body. This 64-item scale measures nine
different body concepts via nine different subscales. The
questionnaire only exists in the German language. The Physical
efficacy subscale (SKEF) measures perceived strength and agility
of the body. Participants are asked to rate the items on a
six-point Likert-type scale ranging from 1 = completely agree
[translation by the author] to 6 = completely disagree [translation
by the author]. High scorers tend to have a higher physical
efficacy. The internal consistency of the subscale in our study
was Cronbach’s alpha = 0.87. Convergent validity was found
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in a study by Pöhlmann et al. (2014) where subscales of the
FKKS were highly correlated with subscales of the Dresdner Body
Image Questionnaire (Dresdner Körperbildfragebogen [translation
by the author], DKB-35; Thiel, 2007), all of them covering
comparable dimensions.

Regular physical activity behavior, mood, and depression
Regular physical activity was assessed via the Global Physical
Activity Questionnaire (GPAQ; World Health Organization
[WHO], 2013). This 19-item scale measures the frequency and
duration (in hours and minutes) of physical activity at work,
travel to and from places and during leisure time, but also
sedentary time. Mood was assessed via visual analog scales, where
participants rated state as actual mood and trait as mood during
the last two weeks with smileys. In addition, they filled in the
Positive and Negative Affect Scale (PANAS; Watson et al., 1988;
German version by Krohne et al., 1996) to assess habitual (trait)
positive and negative affect. The Patient Health Questionnaire-
2 (PHQ-2; Kroenke et al., 2003) was used to screen depressive
symptomatology, according to the diagnostic criteria of the
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-IV;
Saß et al., 1996). A cut-off score of 3 and above in the PHQ-2 has
been shown to be indicative of depressive disorder.2

Data Analysis and Statistics
All statistical tests and analyses were conducted with RStudio
(Version 1.2.5033, R Studio Team, 2019). Differences between
the different groups (exercise groups, reference group of
non-exercisers) on the variables age, BMI, expertise, exercise
frequency, and exercise duration were statistically tested with
a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA). Group differences
in body image and in mental-health related variables including
depression, mood, and physical activity were tested with multiple
linear regression analysis. In order to compare groups based
on our hypotheses, orthogonal contrasts of the between-subject
factor group (yoga, ballroom dance, team sports, individual
sports, and non-exercisers) were chosen. In line with the
hypotheses (see section “INTRODUCTION”), the individual
contrasts compared the effects between the non-exercise group
versus all exercise groups (contrast 1), between the yoga
group and dance group versus team sports and individual
sports groups (contrast 2), between the yoga group versus
ballroom dance group (contrast 3), and between the team
versus individual sports groups (contrast 4). Of note, following

2Additional measures assessed in this survey were Balanced Inventory of Desirable
Responding (BIDR; Paulhus, 1994), Figural Muscle Scale (developed by Prof.
Cornelia Herbert©), Multidimensional Assessment of Interoceptive Awareness
(MAIA; Mehling et al., 2012), Reasons for Exercise Inventory (Silberstein et al.,
1988), Stress- and Coping-Inventory (SCI; Satow, 2012; German version), Reasons
for Exercise Inventory (REI; Silberstein et al., 1988); Twenty Statement Test (TST;
Kuhn and McPartland, 1954), and the Toronto Alexithymia Scale (TAS-20; Bagby
et al., 1994). The Figural Muscle Scale by Herbert is a scale comprising athletic
body silhouettes to allow particularly athletes to estimate their body in terms of
size and shape in a realistic manner. The MAIA (Mehling et al., 2012), TAS (Bagby
et al., 1994), and SCI (Satow, 2012) were included in the present survey to answer
a second research question not directly related to the research question reported in
this manuscript. The results of these questionnaires will be reported in a separate
manuscript in reference to the study sample of the current manuscript to avoid any
bias in publications.

the logic of orthogonal contrasts, the four contrasts allow for
the comparison of hypothesis 1 that non-exercisers show a
higher body dissatisfaction and body size distortion compared
to all exercise groups (contrast 1); hypothesis 2 that yoga and
ballroom dancers show a lower body dissatisfaction and body size
distortion compared to team and individual exercise practitioners
(contrast 2), also whether there is a difference between yoga
practitioners and ballroom dancers (hypothesis 3, contrast 3) and
hypothesis 4 that there is a difference in body image between team
and individual exercise practitioners (contrast 4).

The variables sex and age were added into the model to control
for significant differences between groups on these variables. The
assumptions of multiple linear regression were tested with the
possibility of referring to a bootstrapping procedure according
to Field et al. (2012, pp. 298–301). Deviations from normality
of the residuals were ignored following the central limit theorem
because all groups consisted of more than 30 participants.

Mediation analyses with physical efficacy as psychological
factor mediating the relationship between (a) possible differences
between exercise groups (contrasts 2–4) and (b) differences
between exercise groups and the non-exercise group (contrast
1) with respect to the body image variables body dissatisfaction,
body size distortion, and self-classified weight were carried out
(also see Figure 1). The steps for mediation analysis were
performed according to the guidelines by Zhao et al. (2010).
Following Zhao et al. (2010), only a bootstrap test of the indirect
effect a × b is necessary in order to test mediation. This
should replace individual testing of path a (regressing mediator
on independent/exogenous variable), path b (mediator to
affect dependent variable), and path c’ (independent/exogenous
variable affecting dependent variable) as well as replace the use
of the Sobel test for the indirect path a × b. As recommended,
we focused on the significance of the indirect effect in order
to find a mediation effect and on the direct effect (Zhao et al.,
2010; Rucker et al., 2011). The PROCESS makro by Hayes
(2018) with bootstrapping was used in order to test the indirect
effects in the mediation analysis with independent variable group
containing five levels and the contrasts. 95% confidence intervals
are reported. The p-value was set to p ≤ 0.05. For linear
regression, multiple comparisons were controlled for via the false
discovery rate (FDR) by Benjamini and Hochberg (1995).

RESULTS

Sample Characteristics
Sample Size, Age, Gender, BMI, and Education
The five groups comprising the different exercise groups and
the non-exercise group were almost equal in size (yoga: n = 44;
dance: n = 40; team sports: n = 56; individual sports: n = 65;
non-exercise: n = 65). The distribution of sex (male versus
female) differed between groups (yoga: n = 5 males [11.36%],
ballroom dance: n = 18 males [45.00%], team sports: n = 15 males
[26.79%], individual sports: n = 18 males [27.69%], non-exercise:
n = 12 males [18.46]). Mean age over all groups was 29.06
(SD = 12.94). Age ranged from 18 to 76 years and varied across
groups, F(4,265) = 3.54, p < 0.01, ω2 = 0.19. Age was significantly
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FIGURE 1 | Mediation models of group contrasts, physical efficacy, and perceptual, cognitive, and affective body image measured via the Body Image Assessment
Scale-Body Dimensions (BIAS-BD; Gardner et al., 2009), the Eating Disorder Inventory-2 (EDI-2, Garner, 1991; German version by Thiel et al., 1997), and the
Multidimensional Body-Self Relations Questionnaire-Appearance Scales (MBSRQ-AS; Cash et al., 1986; German version by Vossbeck-Elsebusch et al., 2014).
Contrast 1: exercise versus non-exercise; contrast 2: yoga and ballroom dance versus team and individual sports; contrast 3: yoga versus ballroom dance; contrast
4: team versus individual sports. ∗p ≤ 0.05, ∗∗p < 0.01, ∗∗∗p < 0.001.

different between the yoga and the non-exercise group, p < 0.01,
d = 0.77, i.e., the participants of the yoga group were on average
older than the participants of the ballroom dance group. All

groups were comparable in self-reported BMI, F(4,123.82) = 1.32,
p = 0.265, as shown in Table 1. Self-reported BMI ranged
from 16.76 to 37.20 (M = 22.89, SD = 3.76). Most participants
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TABLE 1 | Participant characteristics: Mean scores and standard deviations of demographic variables in dependence of group.

Group

Yoga Ballroom dance Team sports Individual sports Non-exercise

Age 34.20 (13.14) 26.95 (13.59) 27.93 (12.10) 30.97 (15.33) 25.94 (8.89)

BMI

Male 23.65 (2.67) 24.46 (4.33) 23.78 (2.21) 24.85 (4.65) 23.83 (3.67)

Female 21.82 (3.14) 22.54 (4.40) 22.34 (3.00) 21.81 (2.81) 23.48 (4.57)

Total 22.03 (3.12) 23.40 (4.42) 22.73 (2.87) 22.65 (3.64) 23.54 (4.39)

Exercise

GPAQ Total physical activity per day (in minutes) 178.62 (251.03) 131.52 (151.35) 145.82 (341.11) 153.12 (330.21) 106.46 (317.26)

Expertise 57.02 (73.78) 78.10 (80.74) 91.55 (101.84) 99.99 (130.04) -

Frequency 3.16 (0.94) 2.88 (0.82) 3.25 (0.82) 3.22 (0.82) -

Duration 70.46 (31.93) 114.75 (50.95) 92.32 (30.05) 67.92 (31.01) -

Sedentary time

GPAQ Sedentary time per day (in minutes) 396.05 (210.29) 398.54 (248.84) 379.02 (181.44) 423.53 (243.18) 537.72 (265.91)

BMI = body mass index. Expertise in months; frequency in times per week; duration in minutes per session. Global Physical Activity Questionnaire (GPAQ; World Health
Organization [WHO], 2013).

were highly educated (completed professional education: n = 39,
Abitur: n = 129, bachelor/master degree: n = 69, doctorate: n = 6,
chair: n = 1). Only five participants stated to have no degree (yet).

Regular Physical Activity
Mean physical activity per day comprising work activity, leisure
time activity, and activity while traveling from and to places over
all groups (exercise groups and reference groups) was 2.35 h per
day, amounting to 16.48 h per week. The non-exercise group
showed the lowest regular physical activity per day in the Global
Physical Activity Questionnaire (World Health Organization
[WHO], 2013). Highest regular physical activity per day was
found in the yoga group. There were no significant differences
between groups, F(4,265) = 0.42, p = 0.797. Sedentary time for all
groups was 7.23 h per day. The non-exercise group showed the
highest sedentary time per day compared to all exercise groups
(contrast 1), B = −28.16, SEB = 6.61, t(263) = −4.26, p < 0.001. All
other contrasts were not significant [yoga and dance versus team
and individual sports: B = −0.39, SEB = 16.28, t(263) = −0.02,
p = 0.981; yoga versus dance: B = 10.58, SEB = 26.17, t(263) = 0.40,
p = 0.801; team sports versus individual sports: B = −28.00,
SEB = 20.91, t(263) = −1.34, p = 0.255]. The amount of variance
explained by the variables in sedentary time was significant,
F(6,263) = 4.18, p < 0.001, Radj

2 = 0.07, f2 = 0.10.

Exercise Frequency and Exercise Duration Across
Exercise Groups
As shown in Table 1, the four exercise groups participated
in their main exercise on average 3.15 (SD = 0.85) times per
week. Frequency did not vary between groups, F(3,201) = 1.80,
p = 0.148. Participants carried out their main exercise with an
average duration of 48.09 (SD = 73.10) min per week. The average
duration differed between exercise groups, F(3,99.97) = 3.75,
p < 0.001. Differences were found between the yoga group
and the ballroom dance group, p < 0.001, d = −1.05, and
between the yoga group and the team sports group, p < 0.01,

d = −0.71. The yoga practitioners had a shorter duration per
session. Furthermore, the ballroom dance group reported a
longer duration of each individual dancing session compared to
the team sports group, p < 0.05, d = 0.56, and the individual
sports group, p < 0.001, d = 1.18. Individual sports sessions
were also shorter in duration compared to team sports sessions,
p < 0.001, d = 0.80. Participants of the exercise groups replied
to engage in their main exercise already on average for the
last 48.03 (SD = 110.89) months. There was no significant
difference between the exercise groups with regard to expertise,
F(3,201) = 1.67, p = 0.176.

Body Image: Perceptual, Cognitive, and
Affective Factors
Descriptive statistics of the different body image dimensions
are summarized in Table 2. Overall, the non-exercise group
showed the highest body dissatisfaction on all self-report body
image dimensions (perceptual, cognitive, and affective). The
ballroom dance group had the most favorable scores on the
Body Image Assessment Scale (BIAS-BD; Gardner et al., 2009),
measuring dissatisfaction with body size, weight and shape,
the Eating Disorder Inventory-2 (EDI-2) subscale, measuring
body dissatisfaction (Garner, 1991; German version by Thiel
et al., 1997), and the Body Areas Satisfaction scale, measuring
satisfaction with discrete aspects (body parts, body areas) of
one’s appearance (MBSRQ-AS; Cash et al., 1986; German version
by Vossbeck-Elsebusch et al., 2014). Appearance evaluation
(Appearance Evaluation; MBSRQ-AS; Cash et al., 1986; German
version by Vossbeck-Elsebusch et al., 2014) as affective dimension
of body image, measuring feelings of physical attractiveness, was
highest for the yoga group. Self-classified weight was highest
in the non-exercise group in the MBSRQ-AS (Self-Classified
Weight; Cash et al., 1986; German version by Vossbeck-
Elsebusch et al., 2014). The individual exercise group showed
the highest body size distortion rated via the Body Image
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TABLE 2 | Descriptive statistics: Mean scores, standard deviations (SDs in brackets) and group size (n) of body image questionnaires in dependence of group.

Questionnaire
(range)

Group

Yoga Ballroom
dance

Team
sports

Individual
sports

Non-exercise Total

Perceptual
Body Image

BIAS-BD Body
Dissatisfaction
(0–40)

12.49
(10.43)
(n = 44)

11.46
(11.24)
(n = 40)

14.25
(10.91)
(n = 55)

11.95
(12.27)
(n = 65)

17.31
(14.72)
(n = 64)

13.72
(12.33)

(n = 268)

BIAS-BD Body
Size Distortion
(0–40)

14.13
(12.56)
(n = 44)

12.78
(8.54)

(n = 40)

13.22
(10.42)
(n = 55)

15.66
(12.61)
(n = 65)

14.34
(11.16)
(n = 65)

14.16
(11.25)

(n = 269)

MBSRQ-AS
Self-Classified
Weight
(1–5)

3.02
(0.43)

(n = 44)

3.22
(0.60)

(n = 38)

3.08
(0.39)

(n = 54)

3.09
(0.60)

(n = 64)

3.29
(0.74)

(n = 64)

3.14
(0.58)

(n = 264)

Cognitive
Body Image

EDI-2 Body
Dissatisfaction
(9–54)

26.23
(8.69)

(n = 44)

23.91
(10.93)
(n = 35)

26.89
(10.22)
(n = 54)

25.98
(9.20)

(n = 63)

31.44
(10.49)
(n = 62)

27.24
(10.14)

(n = 258)

Affective
Body Image

MBSRQ-AS Body
Areas
Satisfaction
(1–5)

3.62
(0.50)

(n = 44)

3.69
(0.57)

(n = 39)

3.57
(0.58)

(n = 54)

3.59
(0.51)

(n = 64)

3.24
(0.66)

(n = 64)

3.52
(0.59)

(n = 265)

MBSRQ-AS
Appearance
Evaluation
(1–5)

3.73
(0.61)

(n = 44)

3.63
(0.79)

(n = 40)

3.63
(0.69)

(n = 55)

3.61
(0.73)

(n = 65)

3.21
(0.90)

(n = 64)

3.54
(0.78)

(n = 268)

Body image was assessed via the Body Image Assessment Scale-Body Dimensions (BIAS-BD, absolute value of deviation in percent; Gardner et al., 2009) for body
dissatisfaction and body size distortion, the Eating Disorder Inventory-2 (EDI-2, sum score; Garner, 1991; German version by Thiel et al., 1997) for body dissatisfaction
and the Multidimensional Body-Self Relations Questionnaire-Appearance Scales (MBSRQ-AS, mean score; Cash et al., 1986; German version by Vossbeck-Elsebusch
et al., 2014) for body dissatisfaction/body satisfaction and self-classified weight.

Assessment Scale (BIAS-BD; Gardner et al., 2009). Lowest body
size distortion was found for the ballroom dance group.

Perceptual Body Dissatisfaction, Body Size
Distortion, and Self-Classified Weight
Multiple regression analysis for perceptual body dissatisfaction,
measured via the Body Image Assessment Scale (Gardner et al.,
2009), revealed a significant effect of the contrast between the
non-exercise group and all exercise groups, B = −1.00, SEB = 0.36,
t(261) = −2.80, p < 0.01. The non-exercise group showed a
higher body dissatisfaction (Gardner et al., 2009). All other
contrasts were not significant [yoga and dance versus team
and individual sports: B = −0.60, SEB = 0.87, t(261) = −0.68,
p = 0.346, yoga versus dance: B = 0.18, SEB = 1.40, t(261) = 0.13,
p = 0.900, team versus individual sports: B = 1.24, SEB = 1.13,
t(261) = 1.10, p = 0.249]. The amount of variance explained by the
variables in perceptual body dissatisfaction was not significant,
F(6,261) = 1.65, p = 0.132, Radj

2 = 0.02, f2 = 0.04.
There was no significant difference between groups with

regard to body size distortion of the Body Image Assessment
Scale [BIAS-BD; Gardner et al., 2009; exercise groups versus
non-exercise: B = −0.11, SEB = 0.33, t(262) = −0.35, p = 0.425;
yoga and dance versus team and individual sports: B = −0.53,
SEB = 0.81, t(262) = −0.66, p = 0.359; yoga versus dance: B = 0.16,
SEB = 1.29, t(262) = 0.12, p = 0.0.904; team versus individual
sports: B = −1.11, SEB = 1.04, t(262) = −1.07, p = 0.331].

All in all, the variables did not explain a significant amount of
variance in perceptual body size distortion, measured via the
BIAS-BD (Gardner et al., 2009), F(6,262) = 0.71, p = 0.638,
Radj

2 = −0.01, f2 = 0.02.
Significant differences were found for self-classified weight

(Self-Classified Weight; MBSRQ-AS; Cash et al., 1986; German
version by Vossbeck-Elsebusch et al., 2014). These differences
were detected between the non-exercise and the exercise groups,
B = −0.04, SEB = 0.02, t(257) = −2.51, p < 0.05. The non-
exercise group showed a higher perceived body weight than the
exercise groups taken together. On top of that, the yoga group had
a lower self-classified weight in contrast to the ballroom dance
group, B = −0.16, SEB = 0.07, t(257) = −2.44, p < 0.05. The
variables included explained a significant amount of variance in
self-classified weight, F(6,257) = 3.26, p < 0.01, Radj

2 = 0.05,
f2 = 0.08. No significant effect was found for the other contrasts
and factors [yoga and dance versus team and individual sports:
B = 0.02, SEB = 0.04, t(257) = 0.39, p = 0.817; team versus
individual sports: B = 0.01, SEB = 0.05, t(257) = 0.23, p = 0.818].

Cognitive and Affective Body Dissatisfaction
A similar pattern as in perceptual body dissatisfaction was found
for cognitive body dissatisfaction as the key factor of a possible
risk of ED in the EDI-2 (Garner, 1991; German version by
Thiel et al., 1997) with a significant difference between the
non-exercise group and all four exercise groups taken together,
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B = −1.04, SEB = 0.29, t(251) = −3.65, p < 0.001. The non-
exercise group showed a higher cognitive body dissatisfaction
compared to the exercise groups. The variables explained a
significant amount of variance, F(6,251) = 6.01, p < 0.001,
Radj

2 = 0.11, f2 = 0.14. All other contrast effects were not
significant [yoga and dance versus team and individual sports:
B = −0.62, SEB = 0.70, t(251) = −0.88, p = 0.333; yoga versus
dance: B = −0.05, SEB = 1.14, t(251) = −0.05, p = 0.963; team
versus individual sports: B = 0.51, SEB = 0.89, t(251) = 0.57,
p = 0.396].

There were also significant differences between the different
groups in affective body areas satisfaction (Body Areas
Satisfaction; MBSRQ-AS; Cash et al., 1986; German version
by Vossbeck-Elsebusch et al., 2014), F(6,258) = 3.78, p < 0.01,
Radj

2 = 0.06, f2 = 0.09. The main effect for the contrast
between the non-exercise group and the exercise groups was
significant, B = 0.08, SEB = 0.02, t(258) = 4.54, p < 0.001. The
non-exercise group had lower body satisfaction/higher body
dissatisfaction scores for this affective component of body image
than the exercise group overall. All other contrasts did not
show a significant effect on affective body areas satisfaction
[yoga and dance versus team and individual sports: B = 0.04,
SEB = 0.04, t(258) = 0.94, p = 0.351; yoga versus dance:
B = −0.02, SEB = 0.07, t(258) = −0.30, p = 0.831; team versus
individual sports: B = −0.01, SEB = 0.05, t(258) = −0.21,
p = 0.416].

The effect on appearance evaluation as affective dimension
(Appearance Evaluation; MBSRQ-AS; Cash et al., 1986;
Vossbeck-Elsebusch et al., 2014) was significant for the contrast
between the non-exercise group and all other groups, B = 0.09,
SEB = 0.02, t(261) = 4.14, p < 0.001. The non-exercise group
showed lower body satisfaction/higher body dissatisfaction
scores. All other effects were not significant [yoga and dance
versus team and individual sports: B = 0.03, SEB = 0.05,
t(261) = 0.60, p = 0.322; yoga versus dance: B = 0.11, SEB = 0.09,
t(261) = 1.27, p = 0.289; team versus individual sports:
B = 0.00, SEB = 0.07, t(261) = -0.01, p = 0.496]. The variables
included explained a significant amount of variance in affective
body satisfaction/dissatisfaction, F(6,261) = 3.82, p < 0.01,
Radj

2 = 0.06, f2 = 0.09.

Mediation Analysis
Mediation analyses were performed in order to analyze
whether the results found for the different dimensions
of body image (perceptual body dissatisfaction, body size
distortion, self-classified weight, and cognitive and affective
body dissatisfaction) concerning differences between groups
are mediated by physical efficacy. As can be seen in Table 3,
a significant indirect effect emerged for the first contrast
(exercise versus non-exercise) for perceptual, cognitive, and
affective dimensions of body dissatisfaction. The direct effects
for these dimensions (contrast 1) were not significant (see
Figure 1). According to Zhao et al. (2010), this implies an
indirect-only mediation. No mediation was detected for
contrasts 2 (yoga and ballroom dance versus team and individual
sports), 3 (yoga versus ballroom dance), and 4 (team versus
individual sports). The indirect effect was significant for the

body image variable self-classified weight as measured with the
MBSRQ-AS (Cash et al., 1986; German version by Vossbeck-
Elsebusch et al., 2014). The indirect effect concerning body
size distortion in the Body Image Assessment Scale (Gardner
et al., 2009) was not significant, hence, no mediation effect
could be detected. Figure 1 depicts the size of effects for the
different paths.

Mental Health: Mood and Depression
Risk
As can be seen in Table 4, the non-exercise group showed
the highest score in the PHQ-2 (Kroenke et al., 2003) which
screened for depressive symptoms. The mean score of the non-
exercise group was significantly higher compared to the mean
score averaged across all exercise groups (contrast 1), B = −0.10,
SEB = 0.04, t(251) = −2.93, p < 0.05. The ballroom dance group
and the individual sports group showed the lowest scores on
the PHQ-2. There was no significant difference for the other
contrasts [yoga and dance versus team and individual sports:
B = 0.00, SEB = 0.09, t(251) = 0.01, p = 0.990; yoga versus dance:
B = 0.15, SEB = 0.14, t(251) = 1.06, p = 0.549; team sports versus
individual sports: B = 0.11, SEB = 0.11, t(251) = 1.01, p = 0.549].
The amount of variance explained by the variables in depression
was not significant, F(6,251) = 2.03, p = 0.063, Radj

2 = 0.02,
f2 = 0.05. It has to be stated that all mean depression scores
for the groups were in the lowest third of range indicating low
depression in this sample. Concerning positive affect, ballroom
dancers showed the highest positive affect. The non-exercise
group reported the lowest positive affect which was significantly
lower compared to the exercise groups, B = 0.08, SEB = 0.02,
t(250) = 4.46, p < 0.001. There was no significant effect of any of
the other contrasts [yoga and dance versus team and individual
sports: B = 0.06, SEB = 0.05, t(250) = 1.26, p = 0.294; yoga
versus dance: B = −0.10, SEB = 0.08, t(250) = −1.26, p = 0.294;
team sports versus individual sports: B = 0.06, SEB = 0.06,
t(250) = 1.09, p = 0.324]. The amount of variance explained by the
variables in positive trait affect was significant, F(6,250) = 4.47,
p < 0.001, Radj

2 = 0.08, f2 = 0.11. The yoga group showed
the highest negative trait affect, while the team sports group
had the lowest negative trait affect. None of the effects of the
contrasts were significant [exercise groups versus non-exercise
group: B = −0.03, SEB = 0.02, t(250) = −1.21, p = 0.400; yoga and
dance versus team and individual sports: B = 0.12, SEB = 0.06,
t(250) = 2.07, p = 0.139; yoga versus dance: B = 0.12, SEB = 0.09,
t(250) = 1.34, p = 0.400; team sports versus individual sports:
B = −0.04, SEB = 0.07, t(250) = −0.55, p = 0.794]. The amount
of variance explained by the variables in negative trait affect
was not significant, F(6,250) = 1.57, p = 0.156, Radj

2 = 0.01,
f2 = 0.04.

DISCUSSION

In the current study, self-report measures were used to
assess perceptual, cognitive, and affective aspects of a negative
body image and potential differences therein between different
exercise groups, including practitioners of ballroom dance,
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TABLE 3 | Indirect and direct effects of mediation analysis for the factors contrast as exogenous variable (contrast 1: exercise versus non-exercise; contrast 2: yoga and
ballroom dance versus team and individual sports; contrast 3: yoga versus ballroom dance; contrast 4: team versus individual sports), body image variables and physical
efficacy as mediator.

Effect Perceptual Body Image Cognitive Body
Image

Affective Body Image

BIAS-BD
Body

Dissatisfaction

BIAS-BD
Body Size
Distortion

MBSRQ-AS
Self-Classified

Weight

EDI-2
Body

Dissatisfaction

MBSRQ-AS
Body Areas
Satisfaction

MBSRQ-AS
Appearance
Evaluation

Contrast 1
Indirect effect
a*b [95% CI]

−0.85
[−1.41, −0.29]

−0.27
[-0.81, 0.29]

−0.03
[−0.05, −0.00]

−0.96
[−1.43, −0.47]

0.06
[0.03, 0.09]

0.08
[0.04, 0.12]

Direct effect
c (p value)

−0.10
(p = 0.955)

0.17
(p = 0.650)

−0.01
(p = 0.833)

−0.19
(p = 0.629)

0.01
(p = 0.670)

0.01
(p = 0.826)

Contrast 2
Indirect effect
a*b [95% CI]

0.18
[−0.47, 0.80]

0.06
[−0.23, 0.33]

0.01
[−0.02, 0.03]

0.20
[−0.48, 0.89]

−0.01
[−0.06, 0.03]

−0.02
[−0.08, 0.04]

Direct effect
c (p value)

−0.86
(p = 0.475)

−0.82
(p = 0.496)

0.01
(p = 0.833)

−0.87
(p = 0.293)

0.07
(p = 0.126)

0.07
(p = 0.321)

Contrast 3
Indirect effect
a*b [95% CI]

0.55
[−0.46, 1.57]

0.18
[−0.38, 0.71]

0.02
[−0.02, 0.06]

0.62
[−0.51, 1.75]

−0.04
[−0.12, 0.03]

−0.05
[−0.15, 0.05]

Direct effect
c (p value)

0.08
(p = 0.955)

0.80
(p = 0.632)

−0.12
(p = 0.109)

0.50
(p = 0.629)

−0.02
(p = 0.755)

0.07
(p = 0.576)

Contrast 4
Indirect effect
a*b [95% CI]

−0.63
[−1.42, 0.19]

−0.20
[−0.67, 0.27]

−0.02
[−0.05, 0.01]

−0.71
[−1.53, 0.11]

0.05
[−0.01, 0.10]

0.06
[−0.01, 0.13]

Direct effect
c (p value)

1.51
(p = 0.345)

−1.03
(p = 0.496)

0.01
(p = 0.833)

1.16
(p = 0.293)

−0.05
(p = 0.445)

−0.04
(p = 0.650)

Significant results are printed in bold. Body image was assessed via the Body Image Assessment Scale-Body Dimensions (BIAS-BD; Gardner et al., 2009) for body
dissatisfaction and body size distortion, the Eating Disorder Inventory-2 (EDI-2; Garner, 1991; German version by Thiel et al., 1997) for body dissatisfaction, and the
Multidimensional Body-Self Relations Questionnaire-Appearance Scales (MBSRQ-AS; Cash et al., 1986; German version by Vossbeck-Elsebusch et al., 2014) for body
dissatisfaction, body satisfaction, and self-classified weight.

TABLE 4 | Mean scores and standard deviations (SDs in brackets) of mental health variables in dependence of group.

Questionnaire (range) Group

Yoga Ballroom dance Team sports Individual sports Non-exercise Total

PHQ-2 Depression (0–6) 1.43 (1.09) 1.14 (1.14) 1.41 (1.06) 1.18 (1.01) 1.82 (1.50) 1.42 (1.20)

PANAS Trait Positive affect (1–5) 3.42 (0.66) 3.59 (0.54) 3.44 (0.67) 3.32 (0.64) 3.00 (0.64) 3.32 (0.66)

PANAS Trait Negative affect (1–5) 2.18 (0.79) 1.92 (0.81) 1.77 (0.67) 1.86 (0.77) 2.07 (0.76) 1.95 (0.77)

The following questionnaires were used as control variables: Patient Health Questionnaire-2 (PHQ-2; Kroenke et al., 2003) and Positive and Negative Affect Schedule
(PANAS; Watson et al., 1988; German version by Krohne et al., 1996).

yoga, team or individual sports, and a non-exercise group.
The focus was on measures of negative body image to
shed further light on possible differential effects of regular
exercise on perceptual, cognitive, and affective body image
dimensions, specifically body dissatisfaction and body size
distortion. Furthermore, self-reported regular physical activity,
mood, and depressive symptoms were explored, and physical
efficacy was tested as one possible mediating variable for
differences in body image between the exercise and non-
exercise groups.

Of note, the design of this study was cross-sectional and
participants filled in questionnaires in an online survey.
Therefore, selection of the participants to the different
exercise groups was based solely on self-report. Only the
main exercise reported by the participants as the most
executed one was considered to form the exercise groups.
Carrying out other exercises in addition to the main exercise

is quite common in the general population. Therefore,
one advantage of the current selection procedure was
that the present study in comparison to many previous
cross-sectional exercise studies reported and controlled
for this by asking the participants in detail about all
exercises they practiced and then building groups on the
main exercise with highest frequency. This heightens the
generalizability and ecological validity of the findings
when describing individual differences between exercisers
and non-exercisers.

Types of Exercise and Body Image
Underlining previous results in the body image literature, people
reporting no particular regular type of exercise and reporting
to exercise less than once a week (i.e., participants of the
non-exercise group) showed a higher negative body image in
comparison to people reporting to carry out a certain type
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of exercise regularly (more than once a week). This difference
between engaging in a particular type of exercise versus no
exercise engagement was found for perceptual, cognitive, as
well as affective measures measuring body dissatisfaction. This
association between all facets of a negative body image and no
regular exercise complies with results reported in a recent review
(Sabiston et al., 2019), which found this pattern in the majority
of studies included in the review (> 80%). Thus, in line with
this recent review, the present results support the importance
of carrying out exercise at least once a week in order to lower
body dissatisfaction. Moreover, the current results underline that
basically all dimensions (perceptual, cognitive, and/or affective)
of body image differ between non-exercisers and individuals who
carry out regular exercise including different types of exercise
such as yoga, ballroom dance, team sports, or individual sports.
This main difference between groups was found independent
of sex and age, since sex and age were included as covariates.
This is important because sex and age are known to highly
influence body image (Demarest and Allen, 2000). Both sex and
age differed between groups in the current study. In case of yoga,
there was a gender bias, with more women than men in the
yoga group. No gender bias occurred in the group of ballroom
dancers, possibly because ballroom dance is a type of exercise
carried out with a partner, which explains why the amount
of men in this group was higher compared to other exercise
groups such as yoga.

There was no significant difference between exercise groups
and the non-exercise group with regard to perceptual body size
distortion in the Body Image Assessment Scale (Gardner et al.,
2009). This might be explainable by the assessment of body
size distortion with the traditional figure rating scale procedure
using the Stunkard scales. The figure rating procedure uses BMI
adjusted silhouettes to measure discrepancies between actual
and ideal body image that does not take body musculature in
consideration. Body musculature, however, might be a relevant
body feature for individuals engaged in regular exercise.

All groups had a normal self-classified weight (Self-Classified
Weight; MBSRQ-AS; Cash et al. (1986); German version by
Vossbeck-Elsebusch et al., 2014) corresponding to an actual
normal weight according to their reported BMI. Interestingly,
non-exercisers perceived themselves as having a higher weight
compared to exercise practitioners. On top of that, a higher
self-classified weight for ballroom dancers compared to yoga
practitioners was found. This cannot be due to a gender bias,
since sex was included as control variable. Non-exercisers indeed
had the highest actual reported BMI followed by ballroom
dancers while yoga practitioners had the lowest self-classified
weight of all groups. This shows that even little differences in
actual BMI, although not significant, might be perceivable, and
with regard to self-classified weight, non-exercisers are as good as
exercise groups in the perception of body weight.

There was no advantage of yoga and ballroom dance
over team and individual exercise with regard to self-report
measures of body dissatisfaction and body size distortion.
Positive effects of yoga on body image were reported in
numerous studies (Mahlo and Tiggemann, 2016; e.g., Neumark-
Sztainer et al., 2018). On top of that, in a survey study

investigating college students, body image differed as a function
of preferences for team versus individual exercise (e.g., Morano
et al., 2011). In the current study, there were no significant
differences between team and individual sports exercisers. The
participants of the group of individual sports had different
exercise preferences. Accordingly, it could be that someone
working out in a gym might have completely different body
image-related experiences than someone going outside for a
run. Likewise, people working out in groups in a fitness
setting and people working out completely on their own might
differ in their body image. As mentioned, the individuals
included in the individual sports group were engaged in rather
heterogeneous exercises. Nevertheless, treating the individual
exercise group as a separate type of exercise group in our group
comparisons makes sense because according to their reported
exercise preferences, these participants neither mentioned to
engage in yoga, ballroom dance, or team sports, nor were they
non-exercisers. The current group comparisons suggest that,
at least with respect to a negative body image, team sports
or individual sports do not impact body image differently. To
further explore the relationship between body image and different
types of exercise within the individual sports group, future
studies are needed.

The descriptive results of the current study depicting
healthy adults of average age (mean age: 29.06) indicate
a lower body dissatisfaction and perceptual body size
distortion for ballroom dancers compared to all other
groups, although group differences were not significant.
Concerning ballroom dance, only a handful of studies exist
up to date, and these mainly investigated elderly or physically
impaired people (e.g., Gomes da Silva Borges et al., 2012;
Kunkel et al., 2017).

So far, there is not enough evidence from previous studies
regarding body image and ballroom dance. The present study
compared ballroom dance to other types of exercise such as yoga.
Yoga and ballroom dance differ with regard to several exercise
aspects. These aspects are of relevance when investigating the
effects of different types of exercise on body image. Although
both exercises comprise training of muscular strength, balance,
flexibility, and breathing (Liiv et al., 2013; McCall, 2013), yoga
is much more focused on the individual itself than ballroom
dance. Both types of exercise (yoga and ballroom dance) might
require skills that train or are associated with interoception and
proprioception (Schmalzl et al., 2015; Chauvigné et al., 2018)
and training of interoception and proprioception both have been
suggested to impact body image and body schema probably
indirectly by changing neural network activity (Gandevia et al.,
2002; Badoud and Tsakiris, 2017). Some results from previous
studies propose that the focus on either of the two aspects is
different in yoga compared to dancing: Whereas yoga promotes
an internal focus of attention and observation in order to
learn to align and synchronize breathing with yoga-related
body postures (Schmalzl et al., 2015), dancing requires to
align external stimuli (e.g., other dancers in the room, size of
the room and floor itself) with one’s own body movements
(Fonseca et al., 2014). Further possible factors that differ
between yoga and ballroom dance in terms of body image
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could be related to social aspects (e.g., partnered dance, the
role of music in dance), and notably—in combination with
the different focus on interoception and proprioception—the
perception of one’s own body in space (Fonseca et al., 2014;
Lakes et al., 2016). These exercise-related differences should
be examined further in future studies in order to understand
their impact on body image. To further exploit the relevance
of these factors, future studies could also incorporate other
types of exercise such as gymnastics and, as in the current
study, examine different facets of body image. As far as the
present findings are concerned, no significant differences were
found between the yoga group and the ballroom dance group,
in neither of the self-report measures measuring perceptual,
cognitive, or affective aspects related to body dissatisfaction
and negative body image. As already mentioned, differences
in age and gender between groups are unlikely to contribute
to these results. Therefore, it seems that practitioners who
report to preferentially practice ballroom dance or yoga on
a regular basis might be comparable with regard to body
dissatisfaction, body size distortion, and self-classified weight
which needs to be examined in future studies. Of note,
ballroom dance and yoga was also compared against team
and individual sports groups (contrast 2). This combination of
groups in contrast 2 was motivated by clinical studies that often
combine yoga and dancing as body movement therapy in the
treatment of body image in EDs. There were no differences
observed for contrast 2.

Different Types of Exercise and
Well-Being
There also seems to be a relationship between overall exercising
and mental health and well-being. The non-exercise group
showed the highest mean depression scores in the PHQ-2
(Kroenke et al., 2003), screening for depressive symptoms, but
also trait positive affect was significantly lower compared to
the exercise groups. The findings conform to evidence from
the literature that exercise of different forms (aerobic as well
as anaerobic) is able to improve depression or mood (Reed
and Ones, 2006; Kvam et al., 2016; Schuch et al., 2016) in
comparison to not exercising. In the current study, all groups
scored low in depressive symptoms on the PHQ-2 (Kroenke
et al., 2003) and below the expected cut-off scores of clinical
samples. Nevertheless, this already underpins previous studies,
where the importance of carrying out exercises, because of their
alleviating effect on mental health variables, was underlined
(Penedo and Dahn, 2005; Mikkelsen et al., 2017). Specifically,
the effects on well-being for the yoga and ballroom dance
group found in this study need to be emphasized. Yoga
practitioners showed the highest mean total physical activity
per day. Whether yoga leads to a heightened awareness for
health promotion and therefore to a more active lifestyle, or
already active people prefer to carry out yoga, remains unclear.
The ballroom dance group had the lowest scores on the PHQ-
2 (Kroenke et al., 2003) and reported highest positive affect
which supports previous studies on dance as therapeutic tool
(Koch et al., 2014).

Mediator Variable Influencing the
Relationship Between Type of Exercise
and Body Image
One factor that should be investigated further in the relationship
between body image and exercise is physical efficacy. In the
current study, it was tested as mediator between type of
exercise contrasts and body dissatisfaction, body size distortion,
and self-classified weight. Physical efficacy was found to be
a mediator for the relation between type of exercise in
contrast 1 (all exercise groups versus non-exercise group)
and body image for all body image dimensions measured
except for perceptual body size distortion assessed with
the BIAS-BD (Gardner et al., 2009). It is important to
note that in the mediator model the contrasts were used
as exogenous/independent variable. The findings imply that
physical efficacy is an important mediator explaining the
difference in body image-related measures between all exercise
groups and the non-exercise group. This difference between
“exercising” (regardless of type of exercise) versus no exercise
in body image would not have been found without physical
efficacy in the model, suggesting that if differences in body
image exist between exercising and not exercising, they can be
detected only by including additional psychological factors such
as physical efficacy.

In the present study, physical efficacy was measured via the
physical efficacy scale from the FKKS questionnaire (Deusinger,
1998). The scale includes items such as “I am strong,” or
“I perceive myself as pronouncedly stiff.” Thus, the items of
the physical efficacy scale comprise attitudes of the individual
that relate to the perceived and experienced degree of physical
strength of the body related to motor skills and agility. There
are certainly overlaps between the construct of physical efficacy
with other concepts such as physical self-efficacy or physical
functionality concerning the focus on the capability of the body
instead of on appearance (Bandura, 1982; Alleva et al., 2015).
Body functionality however not only includes perception of
physical strength and motor skills as physical efficacy but also
includes senses, body communication, and self-care, and it can
therefore be seen as a broader concept than physical efficacy.
Physical self-efficacy as part of Bandura’s social-cognitive theory
(Bandura, 1977) is defined as the belief in one’s competence
to complete a certain task in varying contexts (Bandura, 1982)
and therefore often contains a subjective evaluation. Physical
efficacy depicts a more general view of the body and its
ability in an exercise setting and has a less task-oriented
focus. Therefore, other than physical efficacy, physical self-
efficacy and body functionality encompass certain perceptions
and behaviors targeted at a certain aim, e.g., to carry out
certain activities (Bandura, 1982; Alleva et al., 2015; Alleva
et al., 2016). Concerning physical self-efficacy, there already exist
findings that an improvement in physical self-efficacy could be
associated with more physical activity being carried out (e.g.,
Peers et al., 2020). Alleva et al. (2016) found that a focus on body
functionality served as a buffer protecting body image against
negative consequences of viewing thin models depicted on social
media and was associated with a higher body appreciation. What
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needs to be addressed further in future studies and which was
not investigated in the context of the present study is which types
of exercise or other activities are associated or lead to a higher
physical efficacy. This might help to build interventions based on
physical efficacy to alleviate negative body image. To this end,
physical efficacy should also be examined in future studies with
regard to positive body image.

Limitations and Future Research
This study supports past research in the field of sports and
exercise inasmuch as practicing exercises such as yoga, ballroom
dance, team sports, or individual sports seems to be associated
with a lower negative body image in terms of body dissatisfaction
(perceptual, cognitive, and affective) in comparison to individuals
who report to engage in no regular exercise. Moreover, this
overall difference between exercise groups and the non-exercise
group was mediated by physical efficacy. The results therefore
shed further light on the question of whether practicing certain
types of exercise influences body image differently and which
psychological factors may mediate the difference in body image
between exercise and no exercise. Nevertheless, the present
survey study has several limitations that have to be taken into
account and that need to be further explored in future studies.
Although several dimensions of body image were considered
in the current study, it has to be stated that no difference
was made in body image perception between the social body
and the sporting body (de Bruin et al., 2011). Body perception
in everyday life might differ from the one experienced in the
sporting environment. While a comparison to the average body
in daily life might be associated with a positive body image,
a comparison to other athletes’ bodies might be related to a
negative body image with an athlete striving for a more muscular
or thinner body shape (de Bruin et al., 2011). This leads to another
limitation. Due to the recruitment in ballroom dance schools it
can be expected that ballroom dancers did their exercise in a
non-competitive way as normally competitions are mainly held
by dance sports clubs but not schools. Nevertheless, it cannot be
ruled out completely that not only in the ballroom dance group
but also in the team and individual exercise groups, participation
in any competitions might have taken place which can have an
impact on body image. A comparison of these subgroups would
therefore have been interesting with regard to body image. In
this context, other factors like duration, frequency, or length
of exercise should also be taken into account. In this study,
there was only a difference found for duration of exercise. This
variable was not considered in the contrast analyses because it
was only retrieved from the exercise groups but not from the non-
exercise group. Nevertheless, this variable could influence the
results. Methodologically, the statistical procedure choosing four
orthogonal contrasts diminishes the risk of a multiple testing bias.
We complied with the approach by Zhao et al. (2010) concerning
mediation analysis and interpretation by focusing on the indirect
and direct effect rather than on all associations between variables.
Although the total and specifically the direct effect of the contrast
to the body image variable with the mediator in the model often
had a different sign compared to the indirect effect, Zhao et al.
(2010) conclude that in fact a mediation occurred, but there

might be other omitted mediators that have to be found and
taken into account. This underpins the necessity of finding and
examining other possible psychological mediators. All in all, the
results have to be interpreted with caution because they are only
of correlational nature. A causal interpretation is not possible
but warranted, in order to get more insight into how different
types of exercise could improve body image. Only then, possible
interventions can be constructed, especially in order to help
people with a pronounced negative body image. A final limitation
is, that, due to the assessment in a questionnaire format, only
subjective self-report measures of the variables of interest were
assessed. Sensitive variables like weight in order to compute the
BMI are best measured objectively which requires either special
scanning software or the assessment in a laboratory. On the other
hand, online questionnaires often lead to a higher sample size. In
order to evaluate the minimum effect size, a sensitivity analysis
was conducted (Gpower; Faul et al., 2009). This revealed, for the
present study, a minimum effect size of 0.2024 for the sample
size of N = 270 (alpha level of 0.05, power of 0.80, according to
Cohen, 1988).

CONCLUSION

This study replicates findings of the importance of exercising
for well-being and negative body image. Moreover, it goes
beyond replication. It also offers new and promising research
directions by comparing four different exercise groups that so
far have not been studied together in a cross-sectional study.
In this regard, particularly ballroom dance should be examined
further differentiating it from other types of exercise. In order
to get a better understanding of possible differences between
types of exercise, underlying mechanisms should be explored
further. In the present study, physical efficacy was found to
be one important factor for the relationship between body
image and type of exercise when contrasts were used in the
mediation analysis. Therefore, the construct of physical efficacy
should be investigated in future studies also with respect to
its distinction to similar constructs. This brings us one step
closer to understanding whether certain types of exercise are
more advisable than others in fostering a positive body image
and decreasing a negative body image. On top of that, possible
interventions targeting the enhancement of physical efficacy, e.g.,
through exercising or other activities, could be developed and
tested. This could facilitate the approach for many people to
change the evaluation of their body, not only in everyday life but
also in a clinical setting, and could be used in the treatment of
diseases that are accompanied by body image concerns.
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